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Double Album Soundtrack Release
Now Available!
Lisa Gerrard and Marcello De Francisci are proud to announce the
launch of two of their newest film scores to celebrate the release of the
movies Insight and Oranges and Sunshine!
Insight is a murder mystery / psychological thriller based on a story of a
woman in search for the truth about a victim’s death. The film
guarantees to have the viewers gripped to their seats. Insight’s feature
actors are Sean Patrick Flanery, Natalie Zea and Christopher Lloyd. The
score was co-composed by Lisa and Marcello and recorded, produced
and mixed in Los Angeles.

Insight’s Plot:
The story unravels as Flanery plays a detective who is trying to find a
killer, while Zea plays the role of Kaitlyn, a night nurse with a mission to
seek the truth about a young girl's murder. Kaitlyn experiences an
extrasensory event as the victim dies in her emergency room leaving her
marked subject to a defibrillator, which possibly gives Kaitlyn psychic
insight into the killer's identity. The final moments of this film surely
deliver an unseen emotional punch.
Insight’s theatrical release was on September 2 nd across the US.
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Marcello shares with us some thoughts on working with Lisa and the
joy they have had creating the Insight score:
I have had the gift of an extraordinary presence in my life for the last
three years dating back towards the middle of 2008. Collaborating and
having close proximity to such a unique artist has enabled me to grow
and develop the many facets of being a
a film composer. Lisa Gerrard is a generous and an adept mentor
whose talent has touched millions. Her patience and strength
moreover devotion to the work, have been an inspiration to me and a
priceless gift to many. This has been an exciting time as this soundtrack
marks one of the first official Hollywood movies, which we have scored
together. Scoring this film has presented us the opportunity to search
within and unravel many psychological layers, taking us on a journey
we hope listeners will enjoy.

The MP3 album available on Lisa’s site includes high quality cover
artwork and a digital booklet. For more information on the movie, visit
the official site here.
Oranges & Sunshine tells the story of Margaret Humphreys, a social
worker from Nottingham, who uncovered one of the most significant
social scandals in recent times: the organized deportation of children in
care from the United Kingdom to Australia.
Almost single-handedly, against overwhelming odds and with little
regard for her own well-being, Margaret reunited thousands of families,
brought authorities to account and worldwide attention to an
extraordinary miscarriage of justice.
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Directed by Jim Loach and scored by Lisa with additional music by
Marcello, Oranges and Sunshine has been released to critical acclaim
across the world. You can view the official website here and purchase the
official soundtrack album from Lisa’s store.
Both MP3 albums will shortly be made available on CD Baby, iTunes and
their affiliate distributors. For those who cannot wait we invite you to
purchase both albums from Lisa’s official store directly.
We thank you the fans for your continuous support. Stay tuned for more
updates.
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